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結合聲望與內容式過濾之書籤網站部落格文章推薦 

研 究 生：彭其捷                                             指導教授：劉敦仁  博士 

 

國立交通大學資訊管理研究所 

 

摘要 
 

Web2.0 是一個新興的網路社群，提供一個平台讓網友互動、管理與分享資訊，像是部落

格文章、書籤網站、網路影片、書評、產品意見等。書籤網站提供讓網友發表自己的文章或是推

薦別人文章的功能，讓大家能更方便搜尋與分享熱門的文章或是自己感興趣的文章。但是隨著網

路快速的發展，過多的網路訊息造成資訊過載的問題。以書籤網站為例，即使已經過濾處理，但

每天還是有大量的文章推薦至書籤網站，而無法順利的消化如此龐大的資訊量。本研究提出了以

文章熱門度為基礎，整合使用者聲望與內容式過濾之個人化部落格文章推薦方法，透過分析使用

者過去的文章推薦情形，進一步推薦使用者感興趣的文章。實驗結果顯示本研究所提出的方法比

傳統方法能更有效的針對使用者的興趣來推薦適合的部落格文章。 

 

關鍵字：Web 2.0、部落格、社交書籤網站、推薦系統、聲望、內容導向式過濾 
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National Chiao Tung University 

 

ABSTRACT 

The new generation of web-based communities, Web2.0, represents an innovative spirit in 

sharing and managing contents. Social bookmarking is a portal for users to share, organize, search, and 

manage bookmarks of web resources. However, with the rapid growth of web documents that are 

produced every day, people are facing the problem of information overload. The Social bookmarking 

web site provides the push (user recommendation) counts of articles indicating the recommended 

popularity degrees of articles. Thus, users can refer the push counts to find popular and interesting 

articles. Popularity based solely on push counts, however, cannot truly reflect the trend of popularity. In 

this paper, we propose to derive the popularity degree of an article by considering the reputation of users 

that push the article. Moreover, we propose a personalized blog article recommendation approach, 

which combines the reputation-based popularity with content based filtering, to recommend popular 

blog articles to users that satisfy their personal preferences.  Our experimental results show that the 

proposed approach outperforms conventional approaches.  

 

Keywords: Web2.0, blog, Social bookmarking, Recommender System, Reputation,  

Content-based filtering 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Web2.0 represents a new generation of web-based communities for internet 

innovation. Through Web2.0, information is delivered more collaboratively in a social-

related way [34]. Web2.0 services, including social bookmarking, social tagging, blog, 

and Wikipedia, are valuable collections of human knowledge that are created by users in 

a collaborative manner. For example, people can share their daily lives in Blogger, chat 

little things in Facebook, search collaborative editing knowledge in Wikipedia, and tag 

funny pictures in Flicker, etc. In other words, Web 2.0 social relationships bring us a new 

way of sharing. 

Blog is a web page that serves as a publicly accessible note for an individual or a 

group of people. With the rapid growth of bloggers and blog articles, the vast amount of 

information brings the phenomenon of information overload [16]. As a result, it is an 

ideal place to provide recommendation service in the blog platform, especially for the 

purpose of finding valuable blog articles.  

Social bookmarking provides the service of article recommendation for popular 

blogs based on the number of people that like the blog articles. funP (http://funp.com/) is 

a popular social bookmarking Web site in Taiwan. This site enables users to discover and 

share contents from blogs on the web. Users can share their own blog articles or 

recommend other people‟s articles. The ease of sharing for mass users in social 

bookmarking site, results an overwhelming amount of articles, making the selection of 

desirable articles increasingly difficult for users.   

A recommender system is a solution to the problem of information overload [2]. 

Recommender systems are widely used to provide suitable personalized information to 

http://funp.com/
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users according to their preferences [13]. Generally, recommender systems mainly 

include Content-based filtering (CBF) and Collaborative filtering (CF) approaches. The 

CBF approach analyzes the users‟ preferences on the attribute features of item to build up 

a personal feature profile, and then predict which items the user prefer. The CF exploits 

historical data expressing preferences to form user neighbors or item neighbors, and 

makes recommendations based on those similar users‟ opinions or similar items [6]. 

Moreover, reputation systems have been integrated with recommender systems to 

enhance recommendation quality [22]. Reputation systems generally analyze user 

interactions to derive the reputation scores of users from his/her past behaviors [28]. 

There are two categories of reputation systems, one computes the reputation scores based 

on users‟ past ratings on items [23], whereas in social bookmarking site, there are no 

ratings. The other category of reputation systems considers human relationships to derive 

user preferences by presuming a user‟s preference similar to his/her friends‟ preferences 

[21]. However, human relationships need to be explicitly specified and are difficult to 

obtain.  

In a social bookmarking web site, the users usually have two roles. The first role, 

namely the publishers can publish and push (recommend) their own articles or other users‟ 

articles to the web site. The second role, namely the followers who also like the published 

articles, can push the published articles to express their recommendation. In this paper, 

we use the push-follower relationships to form a reputation network and derive the 

reputation scores of users.  Generally, a user with more followers will have higher 

reputation scores. The web site provides the push counts of articles indicating the 

recommended popularity degrees of articles. Thus, users can refer the push counts to find 
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popular and interesting articles. Popularity based solely on push counts, however, cannot 

truly reflect the trend of popularity. The articles pushed by highly reputed users are more 

likely to become popular than those articles pushed by users with lower reputation scores. 

Thus, we propose to derive the popularity degree of an article by considering the 

reputation scores of users that push the article. In addition, users may have different 

interests in the emerging popular articles. Accordingly, we propose a personalized blog 

article recommendation approach, which combines the reputation-based popularity with 

content based filtering, to recommend desirable articles to users that satisfy popularity 

and personal interests.  

A variety of methods has been proposed to model the blogger‟s interest, such as 

classifying articles into predefined categories to identify the author‟s preference [19]. 

Bloggers can receive the recommended content which is similar to their earlier 

experiences. 

Although existing researches have proposed content-based filtering or 

collaborative filtering approaches to recommend desirable blog articles that satisfy user 

preferences, they did not address the issue of recommending personalized popular articles 

in social bookmarking web sites. Existing recommendation approaches did not consider 

the recommended popularity degrees of articles, and did not investigate the issue of 

deriving recommended popularity degrees of articles by considering user reputations. 

Accordingly, our approach combines reputation-based popularity with the content-based 

filtering to enhance the quality of recommending personalized and popular blog articles. 

Our experimental results show that the proposed approach outperforms conventional 

approaches. 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Session 2 introduces the 

related works about web2.0 and recommender systems. Our proposed method is given in 

Section 3. Section 4 shows our experiment results. The conclusions are finally described 

in Section 5. 
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2. RELATED WORK 

2.1 Web2.0  

Web2.0 is a web technology that facilitates information delivery through a 

collaborative and social-related manner. Web.2.0 created several new business models 

[24], such as social bookmarking, social tagging, and blogs. In this research, we 

implement personalized blog article recommendations in a social bookmarking website. 

 

2.1.1 Blogs 

Nowadays, blogs have already become a social media for people to express 

themselves. People use blogs to share their findings, communicate with friends, and 

express their opinions [11].  

Some studies focused on link structure analysis on blogs, for example, 

Kritikopoulos et al. proposed a method to find the social relationship between bloggers 

by analyzing link structure [15]. Agarwal et al. identified the influential bloggers in a 

community by analyzing blog cross-links [3].  

Several researches focused on analyzing blog content, to discover valuable 

information, including categorizing blogger's interests based on short snippets of blog 

posts [19], and identifying bloggers‟ emotion ratings from short blog posts [8].  Blog post 

had been analyzed to recommend suitable tags [32], and automatically predict trends [9].  

A variety of methods has been proposed for user modeling and personalized 

recommendation in blog space. For example, Liu et al. [20] classified articles into 

predefined categories to identify authors‟ preferences, and thus to automatically 

recommend blog articles which are suitable for their interests by analyzing the contents 
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which bloggers have acted on. Tsai and Liu [35] recommended blog articles for mobile 

applications by analyzing the popularity trend of blog topics. Tsai et al. [36] combined 

semantic tagging and personal social model to recommend blogs. Huang et al. [10] 

proposed an approach to extract relevant terms from blog articles associated with users, 

and then recommend blog articles explored by Google‟s search engine.  

Nevertheless, most research did not consider user reputations and popularity 

degree of blog articles. We analyze user‟s push (recommend) behavior in social 

bookmarking website to derive user reputations. The reputation-based popularity degrees 

of blog articles are derived based on user reputation, and are userd as the kernel of our 

recommendation approach.  

 

2.1.2 Social Bookmarking 

Social bookmarking via web-based systems enables users to manage their 

bookmarks of web pages. Famous social bookmarking sites like Slashdot.org and 

digg.com have their own model of reputation where users with extensive authorship and 

recommendation are promoted to being moderators and super-moderators [33]. Current 

research include Klaisubun et al. [14] , who proposed an analysis of users‟ behaviors in 

discovering useful information resources through social bookmarking services. 

Puspitasari et al.[27] applied social bookmarking in digital library system, combining 

comments and ratings to help people find objects of quality. 

funP (http://funp.com) [18] is a company that provides bookmarking service in 

Taiwan, allowing people to share their articles and recommend other people‟s articles 

through the web platform. In funP, hot articles are separated and organized into different 

http://funp.com/
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categories.  When users publish their articles, they have to choose one main category, 

such as “travel”, and then they will be asked to provide some tags describing the topics of 

their articles. funP only provides „hot‟ article recommendations, such that every user 

receives the same article recommendations regardless of his/her interest. Traditional 

social bookmarking sites only promote the hottest article, without considering user 

interests and reputation. 

 

2.2 Recommender Systems 

As e-commerce prospers, an overwhelming amout of information flows through 

the Internet has cause the problem of information overload. Given this problem, 

recommender systems  have emerged in various applications to provide assistance [22, 

28].  

 

2.2.1 Content-based Filtering 

The Content-based filtering (CBF) approach analyzes users‟ preferences on the 

attribute features of item to build up a personal feature profile, and then predict which 

items the user will like [6]. Content-based filtering (CBF) has been used mainly in the 

context of recommending items such as web pages and news articles, etc, by analyzing 

their content descriptions. The content is parsed, and item features are extracted to 

establish a characteristic profile. Items that were previously liked by a user are used to 

generate a user profile. Therefore, to pre-process the item content, the content-based 

recommender systems depend heavily upon the techniques of information retrieval. The 

limitation of the CBF approach is that users can only receive the recommended items 

which are similar to the past. 
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2.2.2 Collaborative Filtering 

Based on the relationship between items or users, CF method can be classified 

into two types [30], user-based CF (UCF) and item-based CF (ICF). The UCF exploits 

historical data expressing preferences to form user neighbors and make recommendations 

based on those similar users‟ opinions. ICF [31] analyzes the similarities between items, 

which are based on user‟s ratings among items. Then, the item similarities are used to 

compute recommendations for a user by finding items that are similar to those items the 

user has liked previously. A famous example is Amazon.com that recommends similar 

items to the customer based on past records [17].  

 

2.2.3 Reputation System 

A reputation system collects, distributes, and aggregates feedback about 

participants’ past behavior [28], allowing users to maintain trust in a dynamic 

environment. Many researchers proposed to use reputation as an auxiliary factor in the 

recommending phase. Opinion leader in a group can be identified by using the reputation 

system [26]. Adler and Alfaro [1] presented a content-driven reputation system to derive 

the Wikipedia author's reputation. 

In addition, link analysis algorithm such as PageRank algorithm has been applied 

to derive users‟ reputation in a user interactive question-answering system [7]. Google‟s 

PageRank algorithm derives the importance web pages by computing the PageRank score 

of a webpage, which is basically derived from the PageRank scores of those web pages 

pointing to the web page [4].  
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3. REPUTATION-BASED APPROACH  

 

Fig. 1 Overview of proposed recommendation system 

 

3.1 Overview  

In a social bookmarking web site, funP, the users (publishers) can publish and 

push (recommend) their own articles or other users‟ articles to the web site. The users 

(followers) who also like the published articles can push the published articles to express 

their recommendation. Fig. 1 shows a framework of our proposed approach, which 

derives users‟ interests by analyzing the articles that users had pushed, and derives users‟ 

reputation scores based on the push-follower relationships between users. Our proposed 

approach combines the reputation-based popularity with a modified content-based 

filtering to recommend desirable articles to users that satisfy popularity and personal 

interests. The reputation-based popularity degree of an article is derived by considering 
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the reputation scores of users that push the article. Our reputation-based approach can 

perform better than the approach only based on the push counts, since the articles pushed 

by highly reputed users are more likely to become popular than those articles pushed by 

users with lower reputation scores.  

In data-preprocessing step, we not only cluster blog articles, but also group users 

into user groups based on their article preferences. We captured and performed data 

preprocessing to articles that were published or pushed by the users. Each article is 

represented as an article profile, which is formed according to user specified tags and the 

term vector extracted by the tf-idf approach [29]. Then, we use hierarchical agglomerative 

clustering method [12] with group-average approach to form article clusters based on 

article profiles, where similar articles with similar tags or term vectors, are categorized 

into the same cluster. In this step, we also cluster users into groups, based on their user 

profiles. The user profile of a user is derived by computing the centroid (average) of the 

term vectors of articles that the user had pushed previously. Similar users are clustered 

into the same group.  Note that we use the cosine measure to compute the similarity 

between article profiles as well as the similarity between user profiles. 

The second step is reputation analysis. A user may have different reputation in 

different kinds of articles. For example, a user may have high reputation in „travel‟ 

category, but he/she may have low reputation in „finance‟ category. We use the push-

follower relationships between users to derive the reputation scores of users in an article 

category.  

The third step is content-based filtering Analysis. We first compute the 

reputation-based popularity degrees of articles, and then use a modified content-based 
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filtering (CBF) to derive the recommendation score of an article based on the article‟s 

neighboring articles and the preferences of the target user‟s group.  

The final step is hybrid recommendation. By combining the reputation-based 

group preference score and above content-based filtering enhanced preference score, we 

proposed a hybrid method to recommend final article list to users. The items with top-N 

highest prediction scores will be recommended to the target user. 

 

3.2 Data Preprocessing 

The data was collected from funP, which is a social bookmarking website that 

provides online blog article recommendation service. We aggregate all the user 

information and article information, such as article content, post time, tags, editors, etc. 

We also collect the user behavior records, as for example, the records of who published 

which article to the platform, or who pushed which article as his/her interested article. 

 

3.2.1 TFIDF 

Each article is represented as an article profile, which is formed according to user 

specified tags and the term vector extracted by the tf-idf approach [29]. In this process, 

we compute the importance (term weight) of each word in their article sets. tf means the 

term frequencies which count the appearance of each word, and idf means the relative 

importance of each word in distinguishing the articles. The weight of a term i in a 

document j, denoted by     , is expressed as Eq. 1: 

                               
 

 
                                       (1) 
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where       is the frequency of term i in document j,      is measured by (           , 

N is the total number of documents in the collection, and n is the number of documents in 

which term i occurs at least once.  

We extract the results of tf-idf and the tags of articles from funP Company, and 

use three ways to organize the profile; the top-N terms are selected as an article‟s profile, 

the top-N tags are selected as its profile; and the combination of top-N terms and tags is 

used as the article profile. We use a centroid approach to derive the profile of a user from 

the article profiles that the user had pushed previously.  

 

3.2.2 Article Clustering 

Articles from blogs are actually versatile; we might simply separate the articles 

into categories such as “travel”, “food”, or “sports”. However, a category may be too 

general to distinguish the characteristics of articles. In addition, a category may contain a 

lot of articles. Making the predictions of users‟ interests on articles based on neighboring 

articles from a category may result in poor recommendation quality and inefficiency. 

Thus, we apply clustering technique to group blog articles published within a given time 

window into topic clusters. The size of the time window is set as ten days. The articles 

published within the time window are the candidate articles for making predictions. User 

preferences on articles of different clusters may vary, since the articles of different 

clusters have different characteristics. Our recommendation approach can improve the 

quality and scalability of recommendation by forming neighborhoods of items from the 

topic clusters. A hierarchical agglomerative algorithm with group-average clustering 

approach [12] is applied to implement the clustering step. It treats each article as a cluster 
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first and then successively merges the pairs of clusters with highest cluster similarity. The 

similarities between two articles can be calculated by means of the cosine similarity 

measure, as shown in Eq. 2  

 

                 
              

               

                   
                                         (2) 

 

The cluster similarity between two clusters is defined as the average pairwise similarities 

of all pairs of articles from different clusters.   We stop merging the pairs of clusters, if 

the highest cluster similarity is below a threshold during the merge process. 

  

3.2.3 User Grouping 

Our recommendation approach adopt the modified CBF by considering the target 

user‟s group preferences to alleviate the limitation of CBF, which recommends only 

those items which are similar to the items user liked previously. We cluster users into 

groups based on their user profiles. The user profile of a user is derived by computing the 

centroid (average) of the term vectors of articles that the user had published or pushed 

previously. Similar users are clustered into the same group.  The cosine measure is used 

to compute the similarity between user profiles. We also use the hierarchical 

agglomerative algorithm as our grouping method, which stops merging the pairs of 

groups when similarity is below a threshold during the merge process. 
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3.3 Reputation Analysis 

In this section, we derive users‟ reputation scores based on the push-follower 

relationships between users. A publisher is a user who published and pushed his/her own 

articles or other users‟ articles to the web site. User ub is a follower of user ua if ub pushed 

an article after ua has pushed the article. Our approach derives the reputation score of a 

user by accumulating his/her followers. Detailed steps are explained in the following. 

In general, a user u will have a higher reputation score if u has more followers, 

implying that more users have agreed upon u’s recommendations, and thus u has higher 

reputation. For a given article di pushed by user u, we count the number of followers of u, 

denoted as follower(u, di). The number of followers indicates that when a user push an 

article, usually how many other users will follow this user‟s recommendation to push the 

same article. 

Since users may have different reputations in different article categories, we 

derive the category reputations of users based on article categories. Let       
   denote 

the average number of followers of user u for pushing (recommending) articles in 

category ca, as defined in Eq. 3. 

 

       
   

 

    
   

                     
   ,                                   (3) 

 

where    
   denotes the set of articles pushed by user u in category ca. Besides the 

average number of followers, we also consider the number of articles pushed by user u to 

derive the reputation score of user u in category ca,            
  , shown as Eq. 4.  A 
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user u will have higher reputation if u‟s average number of followers is higher. Moreover, 

user u will have higher reputation in category ca, if u had pushed more number of articles 

in category ca. 

 

           
          

        
 

   
      

                                       (4) 

 

3.4 Content-based Filtering with Reputation Popularity 

We use a modified content-based filtering (CBF) to derive the recommendation 

score of an article based on the article‟s neighboring articles and the reputation-based 

group preference scores (RGPS) of the target user‟s group. We note that traditional CBF 

only uses the similarity of user profile and article profile to derive the recommendation 

score, thus CBF has a limitation of recommending only those items which are similar to 

the items user liked previously. RGPS is derived from the article popularity considering 

user reputations. We separate popularity into Global popularity (GP) and Local 

popularity (LP), where GP is the popularity derived among all users and LP is the 

popularity derived from a user group. 

 

3.4.1 Reputation-based article popularity 

The popularity degree of an article d is derived by accumulating the reputation 

scores of users that had pushed article d. We derive the popularity degree based on the 

category of article d, since users have different reputations in different categories. Let 
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   denote the global popularity of an article d in category ca among all users.    

   is 

calculated using Eq. 5.  

 

   
                

  
     

      ,                                                  (5) 

 

where   
    is the set of users who had published or pushed article d; 

           
  is the reputation score of user u in category ca. 

Users have been clustered into different groups based on their interests (user profiles). 

Accordingly, we can also derive the local popularity of an article d in category ca for a 

user group g,      
  , as defined in Eq. 6. 

 

     
                

              
               

                          (6) 

where   is the set of users who belong to user group g. 

 

3.4.2 Reputation-based Group Preference Score 

To predict the reputation-based group preference score of a user group g on an 

article d,        , we leverage the relative importance of the article‟s global popularity 

and local popularity, as defined in Eq. 7.     

 

              
              

                               (7) 
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where    
   is the global popularity of an article d in category ca;      

   is the 

local popularity of an article d in category ca for  user group g;    is used as a parameter 

to adjust the relative importance of global popularity and the local popularity;     is a 

time factor of article d. 

It is reasonable to assume that the article published in the recent past is more 

interesting to users. That is to say, the older articles should be given a lower score. We 

consider the time decay effect of the articles. Each article is assigned a time weight 

according to the time it was published. Thus, higher time weights are given to articles 

published in the recent past. The time weight of each article is defined as Eq. 8. We adopt 

the formula in [38] to compute our time factor. 

 

    
               ,                                                                             (8) 

 

where      means the date now,    means the date time that the article was published, 

and τ is the tunable parameter, which we set at 1/10 to avoid it from dropping too fast. 

 

3.4.3 Predict Preference Score 

CBF derives the user profile of target user u from the article profiles of the 

articles that u liked, and then makes recommendations based on the profile similarity of 

the candidate article and the target user. We use a modified content-based filtering (CBF) 
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to predict the target user u‟s preference score on an article d based on d‟s neighboring 

articles and the group preferences of u‟s group g. The process is shown as Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2 Overview of CBFRGP  

 

Let       
       denote the predicted preference score of target user u on the target 

article d; and u belong to user group g. The articles in d‟s cluster are chosen to compute 

their similarities with article d based on the cosine measures of their article profiles. 

Those articles dj with similarity higher than a predefined threshold  are selected as the 

neighboring articles of article d, which is denoted as neighbors(d). Let PS(u,dj) be the 

preference score of target user u on article dj. If article dj had been pushed by u, then 

PS(u,dj) equals 1; otherwise, if article dj had not been pushed by u, we use           
, the 

group g‟s group preference score on article dj, as u‟s preference score on dj. The content-

similarities between article d and the neighboring articles are used as weights to compute 

the weighted average of preference scores.       
        is derived using Eq. 9.  
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              (9) 

               
                      

          
           

  

 

CBF mainly uses the content of articles that u liked before to make 

recommendations, and has a limitation of recommending only those items which are 

similar to the items user liked previously. The quality of recommendation is even worse 

if very few items were liked by the target user previously. Our approach adopts the CBF 

by further considering the target user‟s group preferences on neighboring articles to 

alleviate the limitation. The group preference scores of neighboring articles that had not 

been pushed by the target user are also considered in deriving the prediction scores. The 

reputation-based group preference score,           
    derived by accumulating the 

reputation scores of users who had pushed article dj. 

 

3.5 Hybrid Recommendation 

In Sections 3.3.2, we have derived        , the group preference score of group 

g on article d. In section 3.3.3, we compute       
         the predicted preference score of 

user u on article d by content-based filtering enhanced with reputation-based group 

preferences. In this section, we propose a hybrid method that integrates         and 

      
       to recommend articles to users. The approach derives       

       
 , the hybrid 
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prediction score of user u on article d by a linear combination of the reputation-based 

group preference on article d,         and the prediction score       
       , as defined in 

Eq. 10. The parameter   is used to adjust the relative importance of         and 

      
         

 

      
        

                         
                    (10) 
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4. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION 

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the recommendation quality of 

our proposed method in comparison with other recommendation methods. We describe 

funP company in Section 4.1, the experiment design is detailed in Section 4.2, followed 

by the experiment result, demonstrated in Section 4.3. 

 

4.1 funP Company 

We implement our method on a social bookmarking site, funP. funP is a company 

that provides bookmarking service in Taiwan [18], allowing people to share their articles 

and recommend other people‟s articles through the web platform. In funP, hot articles are 

separated and organized into different categories. In our dataset, there are 40121 users, 

19836 articles, 11 main categories, and 17987 tags (published in three weeks).  Each 

article providing its information, including topic, category, picture, content, tags, and 

push counts.  

Article categories include „food‟, „travel‟, technology‟, „sports‟, „entertainment‟, 

„political‟, ‟art‟, ‟life‟, „finance‟, and „fashion‟.  When users publish their articles, they 

have to choose one main category, such as “travel”, and then they will be asked to 

provide some tags describing the topics of their articles. funP only provides „hot‟ article 

recommendations, such that every user receives the same article recommendations 

regardless of his/her interest.  

 

4.2 Experiment Design 

The dataset collected from funP is composed of two periods of ten days, from Jan 
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1, 2010 to Jan 20, 2010. The first ten days are used as training period, and the remaining 

ten days are used for testing. We analyze users‟ past behavior, such as, article push record 

and article publish record, and predict the user‟s future request. We recommend articles 

that users didn‟t push during the training period, and if users push those articles in the 

testing period, the recommendations are considered successful. Accordingly, we evaluate 

the performances of our proposed methods and compare them with other 

recommendation methods. 

There are several factors that affect the quality of the recommendations. They 

include the recommendation approach, reputation analysis, and time factor. Through the 

experiments, we will discuss the issues listed below.  

 

 What is the best relative weight between article global popularity and article local 

popularity, and the relative importance of group preference score and predicted 

preference score?   

 Does the method with time factor perform better than the non-time factor one? 

 Does our proposed reputation approach perform better than previous studies? 

 Does content-based filtering (CBF) approach perform better than the item-based 

collaborative filtering (ICF) in our dataset? 

 What is the effectiveness on different approaches for deriving the personalized article 

recommendation?  

 

4.2.1 Data Set 

There are a total of 40121 users registered, 19836 articles, 17987 tags, and 11 
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main article categories in funP. Table 1 shows the number of articles in each category 

with the number of pushes in training period. The result indicates that „food‟, „travel‟, 

and „life‟ are more popular than other kind of articles, which means that these article can 

attract more audiences.  

Table 1 The statistics of the articles 

                  Number of  

pushes  

Categories                       

More 
than 
50 

40 
~50 

30~40 20~30 10~20 0~10 0 Sum 

Food 21 10 7 15 40 521 1719 2333 

Travel 13 6 14 14 49 464 1552 2112 

Technology 2 0 3 14 46 293 1597 1955 

Comic 3 3 8 7 21 165 749 956 

Sports 0 0 2 0 9 124 559 694 

Entertainment 0 2 8 11 33 419 1703 2176 

Political 6 2 1 5 20 154 702 890 

Art 9 7 8 10 42 355 1428 1859 

 Life 13 6 11 14 39 556 2302 2941 

Finance 3 0 5 4 17 127 992 1148 

 Fashion 0 0 0 1 6 164 1015 1186 

advertisemet 0 2 1 3 34 366 1179 1585 

Sum 70 38 68 98 356 3708 15497 19836 

 

 

 

We also investigated the number of category interest of users. Table 2 shows that 

there were 53.47% users that are only interested in one category, which means that most 

users like only one kind of article; hence, we assume that users may have different 

reputations in different article categories. We derived the category reputations of users 

based on article categories, as defined in Eq. 4. 
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Table 2 The number of interest about article categories 

Number of category interest User percentage 

1 53.47% 

2 17.90% 

3 8.23% 

4 4.92% 

5 2.60% 

6 1.83% 

7 2.42% 

8 1.61% 

9 1.48% 

10 1.66% 

11 1.74% 

12 2.15% 

Sum 100% 

 

 

Since many users didn‟t provide sufficient information, which means that they do 

not push articles often in funP, we only selected 200 users as our testing candidates. 

These candidates consist of users that participated more actively in funP. Table 4.2 shows 

their article pushed-count records in the testing period. The result shows that most 

candidates push more than 50 articles in the testing period.  
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Table 3 The statistics of users’ push-count  

Number of 

pushes 
Number of candiates Percentage (%) 

More than 50 118 59% 

41 ~50 9 5% 

31~40 14 7% 

21~30 16 8% 

11~20 19 10% 

1~10 24 12% 

0 0 0% 

Sum 200 100% 

 

 

4.2.2 Evaluation Metrics 

Two metrics, precision and recall, are used to measure the quality of 

recommendation. These are also commonly used as measures in information retrieval [5]. 

Precision is the fraction of recommended articles (predicted to be interesting) that are 

really found to be interesting: 

 

           
                                        

                              
 

 

Recall is the fraction of interesting articles that can be located: 
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Articles interesting to user u were those articles pushed by u in the test period. Correctly 

recommended articles were those that matched interesting articles. However, increasing 

the number of recommended items tended to reduce the precision and increase the recall. 

An F1-metric [37] could be used to balance the trade-off between precision and recall. F1 

metric assigned equal weight to precision and recall. 

 

   
                  

                
 

 

4.2.3 Methods compared in this experiment 

Our proposed methods mainly recommend articles by combining content-based 

filtering with reputation-based group popularity of articles. However, there are some 

other existing methods used to generate the recommendation list. Therefore, we 

compared these methods to evaluate the effectiveness of our method. The methods 

compared in our experiments are as follows.  

 

CBF (Traditional Content-based filtering): CBF only considers the content similarities 

between the target article and neighboring articles that were pushed by the target user. 

CBF does not consider reputation-based group preference on neighboring articles, as 

shown in Eq. (11).  Note that Du is the set of articles that have been pushed by user u in 

the training set. 

      
      

                                 

                 
              (11) 
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RGPS (Reputation-based group preference):  RGPS uses the reputation-based group 

preference score of target article by Eq. 7 to make recommendations. 

CBFRGP (Content-based filtering enhanced with reputation-based group 

preference): CBFRGP is the method proposed in this research. CBFRGP adopts CBF by 

considering both the target user‟s preference and reputation-based group preference on 

neighboring articles, as calculated by Eq. 9. 

Hybrid (Combining RGPS and CBFRGP):  Hybrid method combines RGPS and 

CBFRGP, the predicting preference score of articles by content-based filtering enhanced 

with reputation-based group preferences, shown by Eq. 10. 

ICF (Traditional Item-based collaborative filtering): ICF only consider the cross 

interest between users. Once an article is pushed by some users, we regard these people 

as having similar interest, therefore, recommend similar articles to them. ICF does not 

consider article‟s content, and derives the prediction score by replacing              in 

Eq. 11 with ItemSim       , where we define two items to be similar if they have similar 

pushers, as calculated by the Jacard similarity.  Note that Udi /Udj is the set of users that 

had pushed the article di/dj. 

                
    

    
 

    
    

 
              (13) 

 

ICFRGP (Item-based collaborative filtering enhanced with reputation-based group 

preference): ICFRGP enhances ICF through our proposed reputation-based group 

preference on neighboring articles. ICFRGP derives the prediction score by replacing the 

Sim        in Eq. 9 with ItemSim       .  
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4.3 Experimental results 

4.3.1 Comparison of the weighting methods in calculating reputation 

As mentioned in section 3, the relative weight between article global popularity 

and article local popularity in Eq. 7 is used to adjust the relative importance of group 

preference score. We performed an experiment by varying the value   from 0.0 to 1.0 

with an increment of 0.1.  F1 was derived from average scores of six different numbers of 

recommendations: top 40, top 60, top 80, top 100, top 120, and top 140. Fig. 3 presents 

the average F1 variation under different values of  . Here we used our proposed RGPS as 

the recommendation method. The result shows that the highest F1 is obtained when   = 

0.2, which means that predicting the recommendation result can be more accurate when 

the system puts more weight on the local preference.  

 

 

  

Fig. 3 The value precision under different   
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4.3.2 Evaluation of time factor 

Time factor plays an important role while recommending articles. Since we 

assume that the article published in the recent past is more interesting to users. In Eq. 8, 

we add a time factor TF to be a tunable parameter. That is to say, the older articles should 

be given a lower score, as we consider the time decay effect of the articles. We picked all 

articles that were published in January 1, 2010 and prove that the average push count 

often decreases through time by. Fig.4 shows the average push count in each day.  

 

Fig. 4 Average push count 

 

The push count rate was decreased as time goes by; therefore we perform an 

experiment to evaluate the effect of time factor in recommendation. F1 values are 

compared under different number of recommendations, shown in Fig. 5. We remove     

factor in Eq. 7 as a comparable method, which is named as „RGPS without TF‟.  

The F1 values of our proposed RGPS methods are higher than RGPS without TF 

under different number of recommendations. This indicates that the time factor 

contributes in deriving more precise recommendations for target users.  
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Fig. 5 The F1-metric under different number of top N articles 

 

 

 

4.3.3 Evaluation of Reputation Analysis 

In Eq. 4, we derive users‟ reputation scores based on the follower relationships 

between users. By accumulating his/her followers in different article categories, we can 

get the reputation scores from the number of followers. However, reputation scores can 

also be derived from Pagerank scores. Therefore, we compared the performance of our 

proposed approach with Pagerank. Since RGPS is derived from the popularity degree in 

Eq. 7, which in term is derived from the reputation score in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6. We separate 

two ways to get RGPS values. Firstly, RGPS is derived from recommendation scores of 

followers‟ relationship, and then PRankRGPS computes its recommendation scores by 

replacing            
   in Eq. 4 with Pagerank scores, shown as Eq. 14 [25].  
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 =     

            

           
     

        
 

 
             (14) 

 

Where             
 and             

 are the Pagerank score of user    i and user 

   ;   is the damping factor, generally set around 0.85;        means user     had 

pushed user    ’s article before;             is the total number of outlinks from user 

   ; N is the total number of users. 

For comparing the performance of RGPS and PRankRGPS, F1 values are 

compared under different number of recommendations. The result is shown in Fig.6, 

which indicates that RGPS outperforms PRankRGPS.  

 

 

Fig. 6 The F1-metric between RGPS and PRankRGPS  
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4.3.4 Comparison of CBF and ICF 

Our method mainly uses the Content-based filtering approach. However, 

collaborative filtering (CF) is also a popular recommendation method, and thus we also 

compared our method with one kind of CF, namely item-based CF (ICF). ICF predicts 

user‟s article preference by considering neighboring users‟ preference. Since users 

already form groups based on their article preference, if an article has not been pushed by 

the user before, we could predict his/her preference by counting the number of 

neighboring users that had pushed the article before, and at the same time compare their 

similarity based on their interests. We compare our proposed CBFRGP with ICF, CBF, 

and ICFRGP, defined at Section 4.2.3.  Fig. 7 shows that our proposed reputation-based 

group preference factor is useful in improving the recommendation quality, because the 

performance of ICFRGP is better than ICF, and the performance of CBFRGP is better 

than CBF. The result also implies that the performance of ICF and CBF are similar, but 

CBFRGP has slightly higher F1 scores than ICFRGP under different top N 

recommendations. 

 

Fig. 7 The F1 of ICF, CBF, ICFRGP, and CBFRGP method 
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4.3.5 Comparison of the weighting methods in our hybrid method 

For each user, we can obtain the group preference score (RGPS) and predicted 

preference score (CBFRGP) on target article. RGPS denotes the direct preference on 

target item, and CBFRGP denotes the predicted preference derived from neighboring 

items. We proposed a hybrid method in section 3.5 that integrates         and 

      
       to recommend articles to users. 

The relative weight in Eq. 10 is used to adjust the relative importance of RGPS 

and CBFRGP of user u on article d. To examine whether the value of   would affect the 

result of recommendation, we varied the value of   between 0 and 1. F1 was derived 

from the average scores of six different numbers of recommendations: top 40, top 60, top 

80, top 100, top 120, and top 140. The F1 values are illustrated in Fig. 8. The result 

shows that the highest F1 is obtained from   = 0.9. The result shows that predicting the 

recommendation result can be more accurate when the system puts more weight on the 

predicted preference score (CBFRGP). 

 

Fig. 8 The value precision under different   
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4.3.6 Comparison of our proposed approach 

We proposed three methods to find the recommended articles, RGPS, CBFRGP, 

and Hybrid, as defined in Section 4.2.2. Here we compared these method with traditional 

CBF and ICF methods. Fig. 10 shows the experimental results under different top N 

recommendations, and the result shows the hybrid method get the highest scores. The 

experiment result shows that the hybrid method with   = 0.9 is the best approach to 

recommend personalized and popular blog articles. 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 The F1 of CBF, ICF, RGPS, CBFRGP, and Hybrid method 
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4.3.7 Comparison of all methods 

In the experiment, we compared various recommendation methods. Fig. 11 shows 

the F1 measures of each method under top 140 recommended articles. This ranking 

implies that, compared with other methods, our proposed approach has better 

improvements on recommendation quality. 

 

 

Fig. 10 The comparison of different methods 

 

 

According to the experimental results, generally, the performance ranking of those 

methods are Hybrid > CBFRGP > RGPS > ICFRGP > CBF > ICF. This implies that CBF 
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Overall, the experimental results suggest that the Hybrid method is better than other 

methods. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS  

Owing to the dramatic growth of Web2.0 in recent year, blogs have become an 

important sharing media on the internet. Social bookmarking was invented to be a portal 

to collect blog articles, and bookmark lists are ranked by recency or popularity. However, 

people might have their own interests, and they would prefer to read articles which match 

their preferences. In this research, we have proposed a personalized blog 

recommendation service on a social bookmarking site, recommending desirable blog 

articles based on user preferences and reputation-based popularity of articles. We 

contribute to proposing a novel approach for deriving the reputation-based popularity of 

articles in a social bookmarking site. Moreover, our recommendation approach adopts 

content-based filtering (CBF) by considering the target user‟s group preferences to 

alleviate the limitation of CBF that recommends only those similar items user liked 

previously. Our experiment results show that the proposed method outperforms 

traditional CBF and ICF methods, and can effectively improve the quality of 

recommendation.  

Future works will address in two themes. First, solving the cold-start problem; 

new users or new articles are hard to analyze due to lack of data. Therefore, future studies 

are needed to create a way to evaluate new user‟s preference and new article‟s popularity. 

Secondly, people often change their preference while surfing on the internet, but the 

present work only focuses on analyzing past data and predicting future preference. Hence 

further investigation include providing recommendation list based on different article 

categories in a real-time manner.  
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